
CASE STUDY

Integrated Smart City Transportation System

Rolta International was entrusted with the responsibility by a North 
American trade development agency to develop a feasibility study and a 
pilot project to demonstrate the capabilities and benefits of an integrated 
geospatial transportation system. The project utilizes five of Rolta’s 
software products to demonstrate the company’s capabilities in building 
an integrated “Smart City” application, and provides a benchmark for 
identifying the costs and challenges associated with a full-scale 
implementation.

The complex system requires many components working in concert to 
capture real-time data from the traffic sensors and cameras installed by 
Sample, and combine the real-time data with various government 
databases. The Rolta-developed solution captures and aggregates the 
data to support both real-time monitoring of traffic as well as providing the 
business intelligence needed to optimize future traffic flows and 
particulate emissions. The components of the integrated system relay 
real-time traffic information to operators to respond to situations including 
accidents, high levels of pollutants, and hazardous material incidents.
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Rolta OnPoint™, Rolta OnPoint Mobile™, and Rolta 

OnField™ convey real-time traffic and emissions information 

to the operators

Rolta OneView™ provides aggregated traffic and emissions 

data in a hierarchy of maps, charts, and graphs to the traffic 

planners to identify the needed improvements in traffic flows 

and air quality



For more information, please visit www.rolta.com

About Rolta

Rolta is a leading provider of innovative IT solutions for many vertical segments, including Federal and State 

Governments, Defense, Homeland Security, Utilities, Oil & Gas, Financial Services, Manufacturing, Retail, and 

Healthcare. By uniquely combining its expertise in the IT, Engineering and Geospatial domains, Rolta develops 

exceptional solutions for these segments. The Company leverages its industry-specific know-how, rich repository 

of field-proven intellectual property that spans photogrammetry, image processing, geospatial applications, Business 

Intelligence, Big Data analytics, Cloud computing, and Software Defined Infrastructure for providing sophisticated 

enterprise-level integrated solutions. 

Rolta is a multinational organization headquartered in India. The Company operates from 40 locations worldwide 

through its subsidiaries, and has executed projects in over 45 countries. Rolta is listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange 

and National Stock Exchange in India. The Company's GDRs are listed on the Main Board of London Stock Exchange. 

The Company’s ‘Senior Notes’ are listed on Singapore Stock Exchange.
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Rolta Command and Control™ provides real-time situational 

awareness of emergencies, and allows the traffic planners 

to implement the policies and procedures required for 

organizing large scale events such as the Youth Olympics

Rolta GeoCAD™ supports real-time tracking and 

assignment of resources to respond to emergencies and 

incidents

Rolta iPerspective™ is used to build the integration services 

to share data among the various products including 

capturing real-time data from the RFID sensors and camera 

feeds, as well as other external data sources such as 

weather services and government databases


